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Peter Struijs (Chairman) √ David Salgado (PL WPI)  

Martin van Sebille (Secretary) √ Marek Cierpiał-Wolan (PL WPJ)  
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Tomaž Špeh (PL WPB) √ Natalie Rosenski (PL WPL)  

Galya Stateva (PL WPC) √ Albrecht Wirthmann (Eurostat) √ 

Arko Kesküla (PL WPD) √ Kostas Giannakouris √ 

Remco Paulussen (PL WPE)  √ Lilli Japec (Chair Review Board)  

Monica Scannapieco (PL WPF)  √ Guilio Barcaroli (Review Board Member)  

Johan Fosen (PL WPG)  Boriska Toth (Review Board Member)  

Marek Morze (PL WPH)  Florian Keusch (Review Board Member) √ 

 

Replacements/Guests: 
Fernando Reis (Eurostat) √   

 

 

 

 

1. Opening and agenda 

Peter welcomes everybody to the twenty-first meeting of the Coordination 
Group of the ESSnet Big Data II (CG 21). This is the implementation track 
meeting. 

For this time we re-scheduled the CG meeting because Eurostat had another 
meeting in the morning to attend.  

Monica joins the meeting around 14:00 PM and Florian, as only participant 
from the Review Board, has to leave at 14:30 PM.  

Fernando Reis form Eurostat is invited to inform us about the availability and 
use of infrastructure at Eurostat.  

Eurostat has started to look at the deliverables to approve or reject them. If 
rejected we get a message with an explanation. A rejected deliverable can be 
corrected and resubmitted.  
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2. Possible effects of the corona pandemic on the project 

With the corona pandemic these are unusual times for everyone. A short 
round among the attendees shows that the situation for the participating  
countries is more or less similar. In some countries there are more restrictions 
(e.g. Italy) than in others. Within the WPs almost every partner involved can 
work remotely. This also applies to Eurostat. As far as the WP leaders know 
now, the planning of the deliverables can remain the same for the time being, 
but some small delays may happen. 

The ESSnet project follows the rules as they are set out by Eurostat about 
physical meetings, travelling and so on. 

BDES 2020 

The preparations for the dissemination meeting BDES 2020 on the 24th and 25th 
of November are ongoing. The DG of GUS will open the meeting and take part 
as keynote speaker as well. However with the current pandemic no predictions 
can be made if BDES 2020 can actually take place as planned. 

There are many dependencies such as the resumption of air flights, restrictions 
in different countries, the scale of success of reducing the pandemic 
worldwide, etcetera. 

In a WebEx meeting which will be held soon in a smaller setting, the situation 
and different options to go forward will be discussed. 

The pandemic has effect on other conferences as well, as these conferences 
may be postponed or completely cancelled. This may concern for instance the 
Q2020 conference.  

 

3. Resources spent 

Despite the current situation no information was received from only three 
partners (SI, DE, LT); one will send the information as soon as possible, one 
sent notice that no information can be retrieved remotely and just one didn’t 
react to the question. 

For the ESSnet as a whole there is a small underspending (8%). Per country this 
differs, with some overspending and some underspending. There is no reason 
to take any measures.  

If we look at the WPs, the  most underspending is at WPD.  

 

4. IT infrastructure available to the project 

An update is given by Fernando. The BDTI of the Commission was available for 
pilots on request for six months at most and if a WP would use the BDTI a 
planning and requirements were asked. The capabilities were limited. WPB 
(OJA) and WPE (AIS) used the BDTI and the intention was that also WPI would 
make use of it. New time-limited requests to the BDTI are still possible for new 
activities. 

To increase the capabilities and for more continuation (no time limit), Datalab 
was designed as an IT infrastructure which is available now and can be used by 
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the WPs. It will be used by WPB. Datalab belongs to the EC Data Platform of 
DIGIT and is owned and financed by Eurostat. There is no issue about getting 
access but demand may an have effect on actual availability and performance.  

Datalab will have three strands. First, Datalab provides access to data such as 
from Cedefop (Eurostat will conclude an MoU with Cedefop shortly). Second, it 
will provide a playground which can be used for experiments and training (IT as 
well as data science), for instance with Cedefop data. Third, there will be a 
production environment. Eurostat is actually working with Cedefop and with 
WPB to develop a production environment for OJA.  

Both Monica and Tomaž remark that a production platform at the European 
level would benefit a lot of countries because it is not easy for a country to 
build up a big data production capacity. This has to do with resources, 
knowledge, experience, training, etc. This is especially important once the 
ESSnet has ended.  

 

5. WPF: State of affairs 

WPF: 

The meeting held in Tallinn on the 3rd and 4th of March was, due to the 
coronavirus, attended remotely by Italy, Bulgaria and Portugal so the agenda 
had to be re-scheduled. Although inconvenient it worked well after all.  

The main focus of the agenda was the anticipation of final results and having 
the preliminary results about architecture before summer. For the architecture 
WPF is in alignment with WPB. 

 

6. WPB to WPE: State of affairs 

WPB: 

In the last WebEx meeting open issues and challenges were discussed. The 
infrastructure and possibilities were presented by Fernando who attended the 
meeting. There are data changes in Datalab and Cedefop will help with these 
changes. For the architecture WPB is in close contact with WPF. 

The face-to-face meeting is postponed. For now, two WebEx meetings will be 
held.  

WPC: 

The first version of the starter kit is ready, it is on the wiki and available for all 
NSIs to use and experiment with. When used WPC would like to have feedback 
to increase the quality and usability in the next version. Peter will get in 
contact with Galya about details of the distribution of the starter kit.  

WPD: 

As Sweden and Norway are getting access to data soon they can continue 
working and analysing the data. Arko expects that the underspending in 
resources will then belong to the past, he will monitor this.  

Arko is asked to hold a presentation at the energy statistics working group of 
Eurostat. 
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WPE: 

WPE has published the intermediate report, which is now available on the wiki 
in its final version (with various links in the appendix). Remco praises his team, 
they did a great job. 

Remco mentioned there was a so-called AIS week of webinar sessions 
organized by the UN for people and organizations involved in AIS. 
Presentations are available on YouTube also.   

Concerning EMSA a meeting will be set up by Eurostat together with some 
members of WPE. 

 

7. Matters to be coordinated with WPK  

The deliverable of the quality reporting template is on the wiki and on the 
Portal as well. The physical meeting could not take place and instead it was 
held by WebEx, which worked well: progress was made. WPK is coordinating as 
much as possible with WPF. 

The relation with the guidelines of Komuso and administrative sources is 
relevant but converging the two is not easy to do now because of the 
differences in substance and different perspectives. The guidelines in this 
project are more related to big data and in Komuso the guidelines are more 
general for multiple source statistics. The structures do not match, among 
other things because the big data efforts are more process oriented and 
Komuso more quality oriented. In the last report WPK will make an outlook 
how to combine the two guidelines and how to go from there.  

 

8. Connecting with domain groups of the ESS 

A schedule of forthcoming meetings of Eurostat was provided by Kostas. With 
the pandemic certainly there will be changes in the agenda, as some meetings 
will be postponed, will be held by video or may be cancelled.  

The WP leaders are asked to have a look at the schedule. If you think your WP 
can deliver a relevant tribute to the meeting or there are demands or needs 
from the side of the organiser, please give your reaction to Kostas and Albrecht 
with Peter in copy. 

 

9. Any remaining issues 
No remaining issues. 
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Meetings Tracks and Co-ordination Group ESSnet Big Data till end 2020 

Date Time (CET) Issues How/Where 

2020-04-15 

 

10:30 – 

12:00 hr* 

Track CG Pilots (22) WebEx meeting 

2020-05-13 10:30 – 

12:00 hr* 

Regular CG meeting (incl. resources spent) 

(23) 

WebEx meeting 

2020-06-17 10:30 – 

12:00 hr* 

Track CG Implementation (24) WebEx meeting 

2020-06-24 

 

10:30 – 

12:00 hr* 

Track CG Pilots (25) WebEx meeting 

2020-07-08 10:30 – 

12:00 hr* 

Regular CG meeting (incl. resources spent) 

(26) 

WebEx meeting 

2020-09-16 10:30 – 

12:00 hr* 

Regular CG meeting (incl. resources spent) 

(27) 

WebEx meeting 

2020-10-14 10:30 – 

12:00 hr* 

Track CG Implementation (28) WebEx meeting 

2020-10-28 

 

10:30 – 

12:00 hr* 

Track CG Pilots (29) WebEx meeting 

2020-11-11 

 

10:30 – 

12:00 hr* 

Regular CG meeting (incl. resources spent) 

(30) 

(Preparation Dissemination) 

WebEx meeting 

2020-11-(24-

25-26) 

3 days Conference BDES 2020 (24th and 25th) 

Back-to-back ESSnet meetings on the 26th  

BDES 2020 - Warsaw 

2020-12-09 10:30 – 

12:00 hr* 

Regular CG meeting  (31) WebEx meeting 

*connecting from 10:15 onwards all WebEx meetings 

 


